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Son of the Ripper! Baker Books
What do you get when you mix a slacker student with a bumbling amateur
witch? Slacking university student Gavin wants nothing more than to spend his
days reading anything other than his course materials and getting out of having
to study - and for him, hiding out in the dusty halls of the library is the perfect
place to do it. But when he notices his fellow students are all missing a pretty
important feature, Gavin soon realizes that something has gone seriously wrong.
After a hectic escape causes him to stumble into amateur witch Jenny Ringo,
Gavin finds himself falling headlong into a world of chaotic spells, horrific hexes,
and Jenny's half-baked attempts to set things right. But undoing such serious
magic is no easy feat. Short of selling her soul to demons, Jenny and Gavin will
need to work together and use all their wits if they want to fix their fellow
students before anyone else finds out... Gritty, gruesome, and hilariously fun, if
you like comedy horror stories with spooky mysteries and an LGBTQ theme,
then you won't want to miss The Library of Lost Souls. Jenny and Gavin's
adventures strike the perfect balance between humor and horror. Grab your
copy now!

A Handcuff Kid Novel Zebra Books
Just weeks after four students cross the threshold of the derelict Fischer
House, one of them has committed suicide and the other three are
descending into madness. Nick Mason's sister is one of them. To save
her, Nick must join ranks with Paul Seaton—the only person to have
visited the house and survive. But Paul is a troubled man, haunted by
otherworldly visions that even now threaten his sanity. Desperate, Nick
forces Paul to go back into the past, to the secret journal of beautiful
photographer Pandora Gibson-Hoare and a debauched gathering in the
1920s, and to the dark legacy of Klaus Fischer—master of the
unspeakable crime and demonic proceedings that have haunted the
mansion for decades. Because now, the Fischer House is beckoning,
and some old friends have gathered to welcome Paul back. . . .
A Novel Entangled: Teen
When Jace vanishes with Sebastian, Clary and the Shadowhunters struggle to
piece together their shattered world and Clary infiltrates the group planning
the world's destruction.
Dystopian Paranormal Teen Romance Bark at the Moon
Books
For readers of Nova Ren Suma, Maggie Steifvater,
and Maureen Johnson comes a spellbinding tale about
choosing your own path, the families we create for
ourselves, and facing the ghosts of your past. In
the town of St. Hilaire, most make their living by
talking to the dead. In the summer, the town gates
open to tourists seeking answers while all activity
is controlled by The Guild, a sinister ruling body

that sees everything. Dec Hampton has lived there
his entire life, but ever since his parents died,
he's been done with it. He knows he has to leave
before anyone has a chance to stop him. His best
friend Russ won't be surprised when Dec leaves—but
he will be heartbroken. Russ is a good medium, maybe
even a great one. He's made sacrifices for his gift
and will do whatever he can to gain entry to The
Guild, even embracing dark forces and contacting the
most elusive ghost in town. But when the train of
Annie Krylova, the piano prodigy whose music has
been Dec's main source of solace, breaks down
outside of town, it sets off an unexpected chain of
events. And in St. Hilaire, there are no such things
as coincidences.

Jenny Ringo and the House of Fear: Book One Candlewick
Press
The second in Seth Patrick's genre-bending trilogy, Lost
Souls delivers chilling twists as a forensic detective revives
the dead to exhume a world changing conspiracy. JONAH
MILLER, REVIVER. Able to wake the recently dead for
testimony that is accepted in courts worldwide, the use of
revivers has become a routine part of police investigation.
Despite his troubled past, Jonah Miller is one of the best.
But while reviving the victim of a brutal murder, he
encounters a terrifying presence. Something is watching.
Waiting. When long-hidden secrets are uncovered, Jonah is
forced to come to a chilling conclusion: An ancient evil is
coming - and Jonah may be all that stands in its way...
The Lost Souls of Angelkov Dell
The House of Lost SoulsMacmillan
The Lost Soul Macmillan
Vengeful souls don't stay dead They taunt the minds of the living
until they throw themselves from clifftops. Yet death turns a
profit when you drive ships onto rocks to plunder riches. Agatha
knows one thing for sure: respect the dead. Especially those
who did not die quietly. Now, a lonely witch has conjured a
young sailor's soul. And woken them all. Only Agatha knows the
truth. She hears it in the whispers drifting across the waves. She
hears it in the crackle of the flames. And the marauders will stop
at nothing to silence her. Shh ... Listen ... The Dead Are Coming
... From the Amazon bestselling author of Crone comes a
thoroughly original and spellbinding piece of storytelling. The
Municipality of Lost Souls is a gothic ghost story set in 1860s
England with characters destined to haunt you forever. For
readers of dark fantasy who love witchcraft, magic and a little
spookiness. For fans of Daphe du Maurier, Laura Purcell,
Michelle Paver and Stacey Halls. 'A 5-star winner from Queen of
the Night Terrors' - Amazon reviewer. 'Really got my heart
pounding' - Amazon reviewer. 'Female Stephen King!' - Amazon
reviewer. Jeannie Wycherley is the author of several books set
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in East Devon, including Crone, recipient of a Chill with a Book
Readers Award (2018) and an Indie B.R.A.G medallion (2017),
Beyond the Veil (2018) and the bestselling Wonky Inn cozy
mystery series.
A magical story of getting your heart's desire... The House of
Lost Souls
An entry in the best-selling series featuring a retelling of the
Frankenstein legend begins a new story cycle pitting its
characters against supernatural forces that pose apocalyptic
threats. By the author of Dead and Alive. Reprint.
Lost Souls Independently Published
What if fairy tales were real?"The figure was dark with
jagged little edges. While it was an image only caught
fleetingly out of the corner of her eye, it was possible to
make some distinction in regards to its identity, which was
not unlike a raven in appearance."Larundel - A place
plagued by lost souls.A ring that has claimed a few of
them.And a woman who is about to collide with a world she
has forgotten about.When an abandoned mental asylum is
set to be redeveloped, sinister events unfold in the
community surrounding it.Isobel moves into the
neighbourhood looking for a new future only to find a past
she never knew belonged to her. Is she a sane person living
in an insane world or a crazy person trapped in reality?Set
in an actual abandoned mental institution on the outskirts of
Melbourne, Australia, THE RING OF LOST SOULS is a fast-
paced fairy tale weaving together a believable blend of
fantasy, urban legend and pure insanity.
The Lost Souls' Reunion Ballantine Books
Lives, aspirations and broken dreams cross paths in Greater
Minneapolis where an adoption disruption brings the relationship
between John and Laura Berg to a critical point. The accidental
connection with a startup Travel agency run by two inexperienced and
naïve entrepreneurs, will take John and Laura through a
transformation trip to Italy that will change their lives forever and will
rescue a lost soul. All through the journey, a colorful collection of
experienced mentors, visionary technologists, close friends and
forgotten family members will chime in to help, advice, and sometimes
cover up as needed. ?
The Ring of Lost Souls Subterranean
"Solidifies Jackson's status as the queen of the modern-day
suspense thriller." --The Providence Journal Kristi Bentz wants
to write true crime. All she needs is that one case that will take
her to the top. She finds it when she enrolls at All Saints College
after learning that four girls have disappeared in less than two
years. "Expect the unexpected." --The Clarion Ledger All four
girls were "lost souls"--troubled, vulnerable girls with no one to
care about them, no one to come looking for them if they
disappeared. The only person that believes Kristi is her ex-lover,
Jay McKnight, a professor on campus. The police think they're
runaways, but Kristi senses there's something that links
them--something terrifying. . . "Jackson creates relentless
suspense. . .builds the tension to an unbearable and satisfying
pitch." --Booklist As Kristi gets deeper into her investigation, she
gets the feeling she's being watched and followed--studied,
even. Then the bodies start turning up, and Kristi realizes she is
playing a game with a killer who has selected her for
membership in a special club from which there will be no
escaping death. . . "Dark and disturbing." --The Roanoke Times
Dean Koontz's Frankenstein Simon and Schuster
In Frankenstein: Lost Souls, Dean Koontz puts a singular twist on this
classic tale of ambition and science gone wrong, to forge a new
legend uniquely suited to our times. It is a story of revenge,
redemption, and the thin line that separates human from inhuman.
The work of creation has begun again. Victor Leben, once
Frankenstein, has seen the future ? and he?s ready to populate it.
Using stem cells, ?organic? silicon circuitry, and nanotechnology, he

will engender a race of superhumans ? the perfect melding of flesh and
machine. With a powerful, enigmatic backer and a secret location
where the enemies of progress can?t find him, Victor is certain that
this time nothing can stop him. It is up to five people to prove him
wrong. In their hands rests nothing less than the survival of humanity
itself. They are drawn together in different ways, by omens sinister and
wondrous, to the same shattering conclusion: Two years after they
saw him die, the man they knew as Victor Helios lives on. As they
gather at a small Montana town, old alliances will be renewed and
tested, from within and without, for the dangers they face will eclipse
any they have yet encountered. Yet in the midst of their peril, love will
blossom, and joy, and they will discover sources of strength and
perseverance they have not imagined. They will need them, for a
monumental battle is about to commence that will require all their
ingenuity and courage, as it defines what we are to be . . . and if we
are to be at all.
House of Lost Souls W.J. May
The only book in English for readers of all ages by Nobel Prize-
winning novelist Olga Tokarczuk is a beautifully illustrated meditation
on the fullness of life. "Olga Tokarczuk’s The Lost Soul, an
experimental fable illustrated by Joanna Concejo and translated by
Antonia Lloyd-Jones, resonates with our current moment. . . . What a
striking, and lovely, material object it is." —New York Times "The Lost
Soul, by Olga Tokarczuk and illustrator Joanna Concejo, is a quiet
meditation on happiness, following a busy man who loses his soul. . .
It pours a childlike sense of wonder into a once-upon-a-time tale that
is already resonating with adults around the world." —Guardian The
Lost Soul is a deeply moving reflection on our capacity to live in
peace with ourselves, to remain patient, attentive to the world. It is a
story that beautifully weaves together the voice of the Nobel Prize-
winning Polish novelist Olga Tokarczuk and the finely detailed pen-
and-ink drawings of illustrator Joanna Concejo, who together create a
parallel narrative universe full of secrets, evocative of another time.
Here a man has forgotten what makes his heart feel full. He moves to
a house away from all that is familiar to him to wait for his soul to
return. "Once upon a time there was a man who worked very hard
and very quickly, and who had left his soul far behind him long ago. In
fact his life was all right without his soul—he slept, ate, worked, drove a
car and even played tennis. But sometimes he felt as if the world
around him were flat, as if he were moving across a smooth page in a
math book that was covered in evenly spaced squares... " —from The
Lost Soul The Lost Soul is a sublime album, a rare delicacy that will
delight readers young and old. "You must find a place of your own, sit
there quietly and wait for your soul." Winner of the Bologna Ragazzi
Award, Special Mention 2018, Prix de l'Union Internationale pour les
Livres de Jeunesse (IBBY), The White Raven (IJB Munich), and the
?ód? Design Festival Award.
Lost Souls Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Your curse is your biggest strength. I just didn't know it yet. Jamie
Hunt's the high school quarterback in his senior year. He's popular,
smart, got the prettiest girl in the school chasing him. Everything
couldn't be more perfect. But a single mistake changes everything.
His new "ability" puts in the middle of a war he doesn't want to be a
part of, protecting a girl he barely knows and running from the one
thing he loves—his family. Never give up. Never give in. Mending
Magic Series: Lost Souls Illusion of Power Challenging the Dark
SEARCH TERMS: The Chronicles of Kerrigan, superhero fantasy
ebook, fantasy paranormal urban, urban, urban paranormal,
paranormal suspense, paranormal shifter romance, coming of, dark
fantasy, fantasy new adult, superhero fantasy ebooks, witches,
vampires and witches, superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal
romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new
adult and college, New Adult & College Romance, w.j. may,
chronicles of kerrigan, Tudor, supernatural, England, romance,
mystery, tattoos, g, sagas, horror romance, horror, fantasy, Young
Adult, series, boarding school, paranormal, superpowers, coming of
age, werewolf shifters romance, paranormal shifter
Making a Medium Allison & Busby Ltd
A brutal murder has occurred in the hopelessly aristocratic town
of Fenton, Massachusetts. Making matters worse, it falls on the
twenty-first anniversary of another murder; one that was never
solved, and which bred a shameful, unspoken legend - that it
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was committed by none other than Jack the Ripper, having
moved to Fenton following his infamous London Spree. More
afraid of the legend becoming public and hurting property values
than of the killer living among them, the citizens endeavor to
ignore the whole mess. Their sheriff, however, has grown
disgusted by the town's absurd sense of decorum since returning
from the grim realities of the First World War, and begins a very
public investigation. But when the evidence suggests that the
legend is less absurd than he thought, and as the killings
continue, the Sheriff finds himself fighting to save the same town
he set out to humiliate. www.SonoftheRipper.com
The House of Lost Souls Penguin
These are mad times in Wonderland. Cheshire, a rogue branded
Queen Slayer, uses the madness to his advantage. While on the
run, he searches for any sign of his mother, and may the gods
have mercy on those who stand contrary.Jonathan, a gentleman
of the highest caliber, along with March, a legendary
swordswoman, live together in solitude to escape the madness.
Together, their days are filled with swords, pleasures, and teas,
only missing Cheshire. They want nothing more than to remain
lost, and will go to any lengths necessary to make sure of it.But
their lives and all of Wonderland are thrown into chaos by the
unexpected appearance of Mary Anne, a young woman from
another world.To keep all they hold dear, Cheshire, Jonathan,
and March must descend deeper into the madness, risking
everything to do something about this strange woman before her
presence brings their worlds crashing down like a house of
cards. But it may already be too late.
Prelude for Lost Souls Knopf
Captain Scarlet McCray has a problem: her crew is bored. And their
boredom means she's not being a good captain. So when Jem
Fitzgerald arrives in the Islands with a map to a famous treasure,
Scarlet offers up her crew, the Lost Souls. But searching for treasure
is never easy. And Scarlet and Jem discover much more than they set
out to find.
A Thriller Abrams
The Fischer House was the scene of a vicious crime in the
1920s - a crime which still resonates as the century turns. At its
heart was a beautiful, enigmatic woman called Pandora Gibson-
Hoare, a photographer of genius whose only legacy is a handful
of photographs and the clues to a mystery. Paul Seaton was
lured to the house ten years ago and escaped, a damaged man.
Now three students will die unless he dares to go back. But this
time he has Nick Mason at his side, and maybe Mason's military
skills and visceral courage will be enough.
The Science, Politics, and Greed Behind the Gold King Mine
Disaster Farrar, Straus and Giroux
A gritty, riveting, and wholly original murder mystery from
PEN/Hemingway Award-winning author and 2015 Edgar Awards
winner Chris Abani Before he can retire, Las Vegas detective
Salazar is determined to solve a recent spate of murders. When
he encounters a pair of conjoined twins with a container of blood
near their car, he’s sure he has apprehended the killers, and
enlists the help of Dr. Sunil Singh, a South African transplant
who specializes in the study of psychopaths. As Sunil tries to
crack the twins, the implications of his research grow darker.
Haunted by his betrayal of loved ones back home during
apartheid, he seeks solace in the love of Asia, a prostitute with
hopes of escaping that life. But Sunil’s own troubled past is fast
on his heels in the form of a would-be assassin. Suspenseful
through the last page, The Secret History of Las Vegas is Chris
Abani’s most accomplished work to date, with his trademark
visionary prose and a striking compassion for the inner lives of
outsiders.
The House of Lost Souls Sourcebooks, Inc.
A class trip to a beautiful island is overshadowed by a local myth
about a mysterious ship that may have ties to the lost city of Atlantis.
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